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2017
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2018
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[QUOTE]
Ever since, I have been fascinated by the brain’s awareness of its own (real or imaginative) body. 
Endless curiosity for the other mind, hiding behind a thin layer of flesh and blood, I research the 
inner self as if it is merely one of the objects we are so longing for nowadays 

Still from performance Plasticity, photoprint, 2018, 420x594cm



“PLASTICITY”





‘plasticity’ performance in an abandoned laboratory in the Vrije universiteit in Amsterdam. 2018, 30min. 
Concept Videoprojections choreography sculpture from perspex and fiberglass by Irma van Doornmalen
Acrobatics by Carina Klingsell Sound design by Samuel Serafin Bietenhader Spoken word by Maureen Ghazal 

Flesh. Skin. The outer shell of our body. As thin as it is, as tight as it is 
wrapped around our inner self to shape our human body. The body’s 
matter hiding within. Consisting of bones, stuffed with organs. The holes 
of emptiness filled with water and blood. Somewhere at the top of this 
genuine construction, is floating our highly intriguing brain. While Heart, 
for example, mechanically abides the rules of our body’s internal systems 
by monotonously pumping the air through our lungs, Brain lives an entirely 
different live. By following the same biological rhythm of firing neurons, it 
regulates the intangibleness of our thoughts and emotions. Unconsciously, 
continuously in search for another invisible shape...PLASTICITY.

Within this spacious installation/performance I exposed the results of 
being a neuroscience student for half a year. The brain, the mind, and the 
threshold in between are visualised within an abandoned laboratory.



“SIMONE”





“Wat heeft het voor zin mijn hart te laten kloppen als ik me vanbinnen al tijden dood voel?” 
[[What is the sense of my heart beating, since my inner self has already died?]]

Eyes filled with fear, yet relief, are staring to me while you just told me that you will never 
turn the age of twenty-eight: you will not be alive within a few months. Paralysed, I merely 
behold how something from inside your body slowly seems to suck the last sparks of live 
liness out of your soul. I see how life is overpowered by the longing for salvation of the ever 
deeper returning downs, caused by your own destructive brain. As I am a human, I like to 
hold you, together with our memories close, alive and tangible forever. Despite, or rather 
due to, I try to accept your wish to die. In an attempt for understanding, I started to capture 
our special friendship, questioning a young life labelled as psychiatrically insane. The  
collected video, audio and writings inspired me to start working on a sculpture of my friend’s 
body (from latex and plaster). 

spread: close up from sculpture from latex and plaster, 2019, 164x45cm
left: still from video, 2019, 5mins



“VACUUM IV”







Intrigued by the technique of ‘vacuum forming’ used within 
science to reveal invisible liveliness, used within design 
to clone any object, I created an installation of ‘my body’ 
within a self-containing vacuum machine. By approach-
ing my own body merely as a scientific research object, I 
questioned the ephemerality and objectivity of the matter 
that defines ourselves. Whether the feeling of freedom I 
experience myself by literally placing my body in a 
vacuum, it seems like human anxiety to be ‘nothing’ still is 
closely integrated within our society.

spread 1: still from video, 2019, 2,59
spread 2 + left: installation in Roodkapje, 200x50cm, plaster, latex, videoprojection, sound, metal, 2018



“ALIENATION OF THE HUMAN BODY”





Since ever fascinated about the power (or lack) of the 
human mind to be aware of its own existence, I became 
extremely interested in methods that are being used to research 
and treat the brain. I find it rather odd how our own brain creates 
all sorts of technological experiments to cure its own sake. Through 
experiments with the use of vacuum techniques, I created this sculpture.

spread 1+ left: sculpture, 40x29.3cm, photoprint on plexiglass, 2017




